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STORAGEWALL SYSTEMS
StorageWall brings entirely new dimensions and innovative solutions to any storage problem.
The OfficeLife StorageWall range offers a variety of standard storage options with nine standard colours to choose from. The range
covers every solution you will need to enhance your storage efficiency and functionality.

The OfficeLife StorageWall system is carefully planned to fit perfectly in your environment offering a complete wall-to-wall,
ceiling-to-ceiling installation. This maximises your storage capacity and the fitted solution will also add the professional look to any office.
We offer a complete start to finish service, which means your office will get a StorageWall system that will make full use of the available
space and suit the needs of your staff. Our standard service offers on site planning, CAD approval drawings and installation by our own
CSCS and DBS registered installation team.

Our MADE TO MEASURE, MADE TO FIT service allows us to design and manufacture special size cupboards that may be needed to
maximise your storage capacity. The system also allows standard StorageWall cupboards to be modified to allow access to wall mounted
electrical trunking and electrical sockets by using split back panels.

www.officelifesolutions.co.uk
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STORAGEWALL

Cupboard specifications
Up to 2700mm high
See pages 12-13 for internal fittings

Full height bay with doors

500mm wide (see page 6)
STARTER BAY - SW5SFHD - £703.50
ADD-ON - SW5AFHD - £607.50
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8SFHD - £903.00
ADD-ON - SW8AFHD - £826.50
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10SFHD - £966.00
ADD-ON - SW10AFHD - £889.50
1200mm wide (with central vertical divider)
STARTER BAY - SW12SFHD - £1101.00
ADD-ON - SW12AFHD - £1028.50

Top box add-on cupboard.
Up to 800mm high

Telephone: 01376 505800

500mm wide (see page 6)
SWTB5 - £334.00
800mm wide
SWTB8 - £480.00
1000mm wide
SWTB10 - £498.00
1200mm wide
SWTB12 - £531.00

Full height bay
with ten locker doors

500mm wide (see page 6)
STARTER BAY - SW5SLOC - £892.50
ADD-ON - SW5ALOC - £790.50
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10SLOC - £1473.50
ADD-ON - SW10ALOC - £1374.50
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Full height bay
with vertical silver tambour shutter
Approx. 2500mm high

500mm wide (see page 6)
STARTER BAY - SW5STAM - £1155.00
ADD-ON - SW5ATAM - £1053.50
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8STAM - £1503.00
ADD-ON - SW8ATAM - £1400.00
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10STAM - £1539.50
ADD-ON - SW10ATAM - £1429.50

Full height bay
with top and bottom doors

500mm wide (see page 6)
STARTER BAY - SW5STBD - £885.50
ADD-ON - SW5ATBD - £782.50
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8STBD - £1130.50
ADD-ON - SW8ATBD - £1017.50
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10STBD - £1192.50
ADD-ON - SW10ATBD - £1082.50
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STORAGEWALL

Cupboard specifications
Up to 2700mm high
See pages 12-13 for internal fittings

800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8STD3F - £1660.00
ADD-ON - SW8ATD3F - £1547.00
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10STD3F - £1745.00
ADD-ON - SW10ATD3F - £1641.50

Full height bay with wave doors

800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8SFHWD - £1068.00
ADD-ON - SW8AFHWD - £991.50
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10SFHWD - £1144.50
ADD-ON - SW10AFHWD - £1068.00
(with central vertical divider) 1200mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW12SFHWD - £1298.00
ADD-ON - SW12AFHWD - £1225.50

Full height bay with glass display doors,
two adjustable glass shelves and LED lighting.
Bottom cupboard
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8SGDBD - £1784.00
ADD-ON - SW8AGDBD - £1664.00
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10SGDBD - £1959.50
ADD-ON - SW10AGDBD - £1832.00

Full height bay with pigeon hole unit,
top and bottom cupboard

800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8SPHTBD - £1400.50
ADD-ON - SW8APHTBD - £1298.00
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10SPHTBD - £1495.50
ADD-ON - SW10APHTBD - £1394.00

Full height bay with open area
for printer/visualiser with 18mm side cheeks.
Top and bottom cupboards

800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8SOPTBD - £1261.50
ADD-ON - SW8AOPTBD - £1133.50
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10SOPTBD - £1320.00
ADD-ON - SW10AOPTBD - £1188.00

www.officelifesolutions.co.uk

Full height bay with top doors
and secure three drawer file unit

Full height bay
with hot box storage and top shelf

1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10SHBOX - £1320.00
ADD-ON - SW10AHBOX - £1228.50
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STORAGEWALL

Cupboard specifications
Up to 2700mm high
See pages 12-13 for internal fittings

Telephone: 01376 505800

Top box add-on cupboard.
Up to 800mm high

500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5SFHD - £703.50
ADD-ON - SW5AFHD - £607.50

500mm wide
SWTB5 - £334.00

Full height bay
with five locker doors

500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5SLOC - £892.50
ADD-ON - SW5ALOC - £790.50
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Full height bay with door

Full height bay
with vertical silver tambour shutter
Approx. 2500mm high

500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5STAM - £1155.00
ADD-ON - SW5ATAM - £1053.50

Full height bay
with top and bottom doors

500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5STBD - £885.50
ADD-ON - SW5ATBD - £782.50
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STORAGEWALL

1800mm high top capped
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8S18 - £736.00
ADD-ON - SW8A18 - £681.00
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10S18 - £779.00
ADD-ON - SW10A18 - £710.00

LEFT

RIGHT

720mm high top capped
500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5S7* - £400.00
ADD-ON - SW5A7* - £370.50

* For left add L on end of code, for right add R.

1600mm high top capped
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8S16 - £683.50
ADD-ON - SW8A16 - £629.50
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10S16 - £728.50
ADD-ON - SW10A16 - £649.00

LEFT

RIGHT

1000mm high top capped
500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5S10* - £436.00
ADD-ON - SW5A10* - £382.00

* For left add L on end of code, for right add R.

1200mm high top capped
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8S12 - £604.00
ADD-ON - SW8A12 - £557.00
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10S12 - £637.00
ADD-ON - SW10A12 - £574.00

LEFT

RIGHT

1200mm high top capped
500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5S12* - £458.00
ADD-ON - SW5A12* - £396.00

* For left add L on end of code, for right add R.

1000mm high top capped
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8S10 - £557.00
ADD-ON - SW8A10 - £517.00
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10S10 - £582.00
ADD-ON - SW10A10 - £557.00
1200mm wide (central vertical divider)
STARTER BAY - SW12S10 - £746.50
ADD-ON - SW12A10 - £699.00

LEFT

RIGHT

1600mm high top capped
500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5S16* - £498.00
ADD-ON - SW5A16* - £425.00

* For left add L on end of code, for right add R.

720mm high top capped
800mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW8S7 - £517.00
ADD-ON - SW8A7 - £465.00
1000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW10S7 - £546.00
ADD-ON - SW10A7 - £490.50

LEFT

www.officelifesolutions.co.uk

Low level cupboard specifications
500/800/1000/1200mm wide
See pages 12-13 for internal fittings

RIGHT

1800mm high top capped
500mm wide
STARTER BAY - SW5S18* - £538.00
ADD-ON - SW5A18* - £465.00

* For left add L on end of code, for right add R.
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Telephone: 01376 505800
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STORAGEWALL

Cupboard specifications
Up to 2700mm high

1546mm

800mm

850mm

1546mm

Bridging cupboard
850mm high

800mm wide
SW8BRC - £973.50

1600mm

Bridging cupboard
850mm high

1600mm wide
SW16BRC - £1382.50

All bridging cupboards are designed to bridge over radiators
and floor standing printers. Each cupboard comes complete
with two heavy duty metal support bars.

www.officelifesolutions.co.uk

850mm

850mm

Bridging cupboard
850mm high

1546mm

2400mm wide
SW24BRC - £1941.50

2400mm

Audio and visual bay

1600mm wide
SW16AV - £1602.00
2000mm wide
SW20AV - £1831.50
All audio and visual cupboards are designed to allow
cables to run via cable ports.
1600mm wide cupboards = up to 42 inch screen
2000mm wide cupboards = up to 65 inch screen
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STORAGEWALL

Sliding door cupboard specifications
All sliding doors are fitted with an anti-slam brake system. Up to 2700mm high x 562mm deep
See pages 12-13 for internal fittings

Telephone: 01376 505800

Sliding Doors

800mm

Sliding Doors

Two door sliding storage bay

1600mm wide
STARTER BAY - SWSDS16 - £1554.00
ADD-ON - SWSDA16 - £1444.50

Sliding Doors

800mm

Three door sliding storage bay

2400mm wide
STARTER BAY - SWSDS243 - £2332.00
ADD-ON - SWSDA243 - £2164.00
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1000mm

Sliding Doors

Two door sliding storage bay

2000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SWSDS20 - £1649.50
ADD-ON - SWSDA20 - £1539.50

Sliding Doors

1000mm

Three door sliding storage bay

3000mm wide
STARTER BAY - SWSDS30 - £2503.00
ADD-ON - SWSDA30 - £2394.00

1200mm

Two door sliding storage bay
(central vertical dividers in each cupboard)
2400mm wide
STARTER BAY - SWSDS242 - £1967.00
ADD-ON - SWSDA242 - £1858.00

Sliding Doors

1200mm

Three door sliding storage bay
(central vertical dividers in each cupboard)
3600mm wide
STARTER BAY - SWSDS36 - £2865.50
ADD-ON - SWSDA36 - £2756.00
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STORAGEWALL

Decorative end finishing panels

All pass through door systems are designed to fit between two StorageWall cupboards.
All doors are double vision and fire rated.
We will make every effort to colour match the doors to the chosen MFC,
but please be aware there may be a colour variation.

Single door entry system
1000mm wide
SWSPTD - £3529.50

Double door entry system
2000mm wide
SWDPTD - £6342.00

Up to 600mm deep
720mm high - SWDE67 - £96.00
1000mm high - SWDE610 - £118.50
1200mm high - SWDE612 - £151.50
1600mm high - SWDE616 - £162.00
1800mm high - SWDE618 - £173.00
2700mm high - SWDE627 - £225.00
3500mm high (made in two pieces) - SWDE635 - £388.50

Up to 700mm deep
SWDE77 - £142.00
SWDE710 - £155.00
SWDE712 - £188.00
SWDE716 - £199.00
SWDE718 - £208.50
SWDE727 - £260.50
SWDE735 - £425.00

www.officelifesolutions.co.uk

Up to 2700mm high

Vertical scribe finishing panel

Up to 400mm wide x 2700mm high
SWVS - £96.00 (for top box option a quantity of 2 is required)
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STORAGEWALL
Accessories

Designed to fit inside the StorageWall system, allowing the StorageWall doors
to close, the secure double drawer insert offers out of sight lockable security
with heavy duty storage drawers.

25mm thick MFC shelves
with horned shelf clips

500mm wide - SWWSHC5 - £36.00
600mm wide - SWWSHC6 - £40.00
(for 1200mm wide cupboards with central divider)
800mm wide - SWWSHC8 - £47.50
1000mm wide - SWWSHC10 - £56.50
25mm thick MFC shelves
with standard shelf clips

500mm wide - SWWS5 - £31.50
600mm wide - SWWS6 - £36.00
(for 1200mm wide cupboards with central divider)
800mm wide - SWWS8 - £43.00
1000mm wide - SWWS10 - £53.00

Telephone: 01376 505800

Secure double door insert

Metal combination shelves

800mm wide
SWSDD8 - £955.00
1000mm wide
SWSDD10 - £1020.00

800mm wide - SWMCS8 - £70.50
1000mm wide - SWMCS10 - £98.00
800mm wide conversion cross rail - SWMCSCCR8 - £35.00
1000mm wide conversion cross rail - SWMCSCCR10 - £45.50

Lateral filing frames

800mm wide - SWLFF8 - £96.00
1000mm wide - SWLFF10 - £121.50

Roll-out filing frames

Pigeon hole insert

800mm wide
SWPH8 - £517.00
1000mm wide
SWPH10 - £579.00
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800mm wide - SWROFF8 - £161.00
1000mm wide - SWROFF10 - £161.00
800mm wide filing conversion bar - SWFCB8 - £9.50
(1 bar is required for a 800mm file frame)
1000mm wide filing conversion bar - SWFCB10 - £9.50
(2 bars are required for a 1000mm file frame)
Pull-out stationary drawer

800mm wide - SWPOSD8 - £236.00
1000mm wide - SWPOSD10 - £250.00
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STORAGEWALL
ACCESSORIES

800mm wide
SWFWWRS8 - £125.50
1000mm wide
SWFWWRS10 - £140.50

LED Full width wardrobe rail shelf
(see front cover)

1000mm wide
SWFWLEDWRS10 - £695.00

Hot box module
SWHB - POA

Pull-out wardrobe rail shelf

800mm wide
SWPOWRS8 - £119.00
1000mm wide
SWPOWRS10 - £132.50

www.officelifesolutions.co.uk

Full width wardrobe rail shelf

Hot box personal filing storage is
an ideal solution for 24 hour
working offices.
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STORAGEWALL

487mm

487mm

2700mm
2179mm
1763mm
1336mm
931mm

2083mm
1699mm
1304mm
899mm

Telephone: 01376 505800

2700mm

A4 LEVERARCH 318mm high x 75mm wide x 280mm deep

A4 BOXFILE 337mm high x 75mm wide x 265mm deep

487mm

487mm

2179mm
1763mm
1336mm
931mm

2700mm

FOOLSCAP LEVERARCH 350mm high x 75mm wide x 285mm deep
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2083mm
1699mm
1304mm
899mm

252mm

FOOLSCAP BOXFILE 368mm high x 75mm wide x 265mm deep

2700mm
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STORAGEWALL

487mm

2700mm
2179mm
1795mm
1400mm
1033mm
713mm

2179mm
1795mm
1400mm
1033mm
713mm

2700mm

A4 LEVERARCH 318mm high x 75mm wide x 280mm deep
487mm

A4 BOXFILE 337mm high x 75mm wide x 265mm deep

487mm

www.officelifesolutions.co.uk

487mm

252mm

316mm

FOOLSCAP LEVERARCH 350mm high x 75mm wide x 285mm deep

2700mm
2307mm
1859mm
1400mm
1033mm
713mm

2243mm
1827mm
1400mm
1033mm
713mm

2700mm

FOOLSCAP BOXFILE 368mm high x 75mm wide x 265mm deep
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BOARD FINISHES

Whilst every care is taken to provide accurate reproduction, some slight variation may occur due to the limitations of the print process,
differences in natural materials or between manufacturing batches.

Telephone: 01376 505800

Mid Beech

Oak

White

16

Maple

Portofino Cherry

Light Grey

Walnut

Dark Grey

Black
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OPTIONAL FINISHES

Whilst every care is taken to provide accurate reproduction, some slight variation may occur due to the limitations of the print process,
differences in natural materials or between manufacturing batches.

Driftwood

Gloss White

Carribean Blue

Blue

Green

Limette

Yellow

Orange

Red

www.officelifesolutions.co.uk

Comina Ash

OPTIONAL FINISHES are not priced as standard, please note prices will be given upon application.
17
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STORAGEWALL
Specifications

Concept
The system is a fully demountable and re-locatable storage system,
the inbuilt height adjustment allows relocation to different floors or
buildings.

Telephone: 01376 505800

Flexible
Structural side panels of 18mm thick MFC drilled at 32mm centres on
a vertical grid designed to accept hinges, back panels and internal
fittings. Each side panel is fitted with two heavy duty height adjusters
with 35mm height adjustment.

Solid Back
18mm back panel is clipped and security screwed to the side panels.
The back panel together with the structural shelf provide rigidity and
facilitates fast construction times.
Doors
18mm thick MFC panels with 2mm PVC edging. Attractive handle
and espagnollette locking provides aesthetics that match Office Life
Solutions attention to quality.

Height
All storage wall cupboards are designed to a height range of 714mm
to 2700mm.
All storage wall cupboards are designed to accept a top box cupboard
which enables an overall height of up to 3500mm.

Decorative End Panels
A variety of decorative end panels and vertical scribe panels are available.

Ironmongery
Hinges are nickel plated castings, exposed knuckle style 180 degree
opening and built in positive close facility. Knobs and handles are matt
brushed nickel finish with integral removable barrel lock cylinder. All
doors are lockable and are supplied with two keys, the keys are hinged
to prevent accidental damage to key or unit. Master keys are available
at an additional cost. Locks can also be ‘keyed alike’ for a surcharge.
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Internal Fittings
A range of steel fittings to suit either 800mm or 1000mm width bays
include standard combination shelves, lateral filing frames and roll out
filing frames with anti-tilt mechanism.
A range of 25mm thick MFC shelving available in every bay width. 21
slot pigeon hole units and heavy duty storage drawers are constructed
from 18mm MFC.
Features
Glass display cabinets are available in the following sizes:

800mm wide x 985mm high = two glass shelves as standard
1000mm wide x 985mm high = two glass shelves as standard

All glass doors and shelves are fitted with toughened glass.
Integral LED lighting via two flush fitting down lighters powered by a
single transformer, which is wired to a 2000mm long cable complete
with a standard 5 amp plug.

Modules
Standard depth

Standard widths
Maximum height
Maximum height with top box
Maximum Loads
MFC Shelf
Metal Shelf
Lateral Filing Frame
Roll Out Filing Frame
Heavy Duty Drawer

Overall 487mm deep

500mm/800mm/1000mm/1200mm
All 1200mm wide cupboards are
standard with a central divider
2700mm
(unless otherwise specified)
3500mm
40kg
50kg
40kg
50kg
40kg

Special design, heights, depths and widths are also available using our MADE TO MEASURE MADE TO FIT facility
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OfficeLife Solutions Limited, Unit 7, Cromwell Centre, Stepfield, Witham, Essex CM8 3TH

T: 01376 505800 E: sales@officelifesolutions.co.uk

